
Work in Mazargues

GrassTops



EcoGrid GrassTops in Mazargues

The Trial Run

The Old Style

In early 2014, EcoGrid Limited were approached by the Commonwealth War Graves Commission  
(CWGC) regarding the bespoke range of GrassTop manhole covers. To begin with, a single cover was produced and 
shipped as a trial. 

Approximately a year later, the trial GrassTop was deemed a great success and CWGC proceeded with an order for a 
further 22 for their Mazargues site in France. 

These were manufactured by EcoGrid and on site within a month from order. Not long after the covers had been 
installed and approved. The pictures below go a distance to demonstrate just how effective the renowned GrassTop 
range is; removing unsightly drain covers in areas of aesthetic importance, replacing them with grass-filled trays 
whilst allowing water to drain naturally. 

Image during installation. CWGC reported “Excellent results” after growth.

• The trial GrassTop product CWGC used to test 
performance of the product

• Grass in the cover is more prolific than the 
surrounding area, showing growth is not an issue

• Integral lifting keys make access easy and quick

• Provides a more appealing, effective solution 
compared to traditional iron and solid steel covers

• Unique to EcoGrid Ltd and their approved network
CD 450SR-GT Square-to-round

• The original manhole covers found at Mazargues 
to be replaced

• Solid galvanised plates distract from pleasant 
surroundings

• No subtlety

• Not aesthetically pleasing

CWGC sites are of great historical importance and undergo regular maintenance to ensure they’re fit for 
purpose: providing a suitably respectable and elegant area for tributes to be paid, lives to be remembered 
and respects to be given. This ranges from ensuring memorials and headstones are in top condition, to 
keeping plants tidy and keeping the entire site looking as best as can be. GrassTops are ideal in these 
scenarios as they replace obtrusive manhole covers in lawns and grassed areas, offering a solution that 
blends in and becomes barely noticable, keeping focus where it’s wanted.
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The Outcome
Above; progress pictures of the GrassTops being installed at Mazargues. Prior to this, all chambers were covered 
with solid steel manhole covers. As can be seen below, the grass-filled alternative provides a much more appealing 
solution, one which will only improve once the edges have grown to the same level. 

More than simply complimenting the existing surface, GrassTops also feature specialist design that allows rainwater to 
drain into the ground naturally. As well as being seeded for grass, GrassTop covers are suitable for infill of gravel, bark 
chippings and turf. Feel free to contact us on the details below if you would like to discuss this innovative product.


